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striking that it has repeatedly evoked wonderment and comments. Its explanation, however, is not, perhaps, immediately obvious. Prob-ably several factors contribute to the final result, among them:
1.  Since the density of the atmosphere is less at the level of the balloon than on the ground, it follows that the voice of the balloonist will be correspondingly weaker (carry less energy) than that of a person on the surface.    At an altitude of one-half mile, probably about the limit at which vocal communication is possible, the density of the atmosphere is still nine-tenths, roughly, that near the ground.    Hence, the density factor, while in the right direction, is not sufficient to account for the commonly observed differences in audibility.
2.  The pilot hears both the direct and the reflected portions of the voice below him (whether reflected by the horizontal surface or by objects on it) in substantially the same direction, while the ground observer hears the balloonist's direct voice from overhead, its chief reflection from below, and minor reflections, more or less, from all around, horizontally. Just what the resultant will be in each case is not obvious, but it would seem that, with respect to this factor, also, the ballonist has the better listening position.
3.  The balloonist, even when up only Y% kilometer, is in a region, prevailingly, of utter silence, where any occasional sound is most easily perceived.    On the other hand, his surface interlocutor is immersed in a flood of sound, where the limit of audibility is soon reached.    That this difference in noise environment is an important factor in the cause of the phenomenon under consideration, is evident from the fact that the balloonist often can hear the earth echo of his own voice when he is unable to arrest the attention of persons below him.

